
Receiving firm will
initiate the

Incoming ACAT
transfer by
sending  a

Transfer Initiation
(TI) record to

NSCC.

NSCC will assign
the ACATS control

Number and
forward the TI
record to the

delivering firm.

End of process.YesNo

The delivering firm will
submit an Asset Transaction

(AT) record  which will
include the asset and the
requested settling location
60 IPS for each position

being delivered to the
receiving firm.

ACATS will receive the
annuity asset record from

the delivering firm and then
determine if both the

Receiving firm and CUSIP
number are ACATS/IPS

eligible.

The ACATS
forwards the AT
record without
adjusting the

settling location to
the receiving and
delivering firm in

the REV01 status.

The receiving firm
will create and

send an Insurance
Registration (IR)

record by the end
of the review

status.

By the end of the
the review status

ACATS will
receive and

forward the IR
record onto IPS.

IPS responds to
the IR (CAT)

record by sending
ACATS the  status

of the annuity
transfer.

Statuses are:
Reject

CAR (soft rejects)
Acknowledged

Yes

ACATS/IPS
Process

Flow

The delivering firm
will send back the

reject code
attached to the TI

record back
through ACATS.

ACATS will
forward the TI

reject record back
to the receiving

and delivering firm.

Dual check will
be completed
by ACATS.

Check if
Receiving firm
is ACATS/IPS

eligible.

N o

ACATS will then
determine if the

CUSIP is ACATS/
IPS eligible.

ACATS will adjust
the settling

location from 60 to
65 with the reason
code of RIPS and

forward the AT
record to the

delivering and
receiving firm.

Yes
Is the CUSIP
ACATS/IPS

eligible?
No
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Has the IR
record been

received from
the receiving

firm?

ACATS will send
an adjusted  AT

settling and memo
reason:  65 NOIR

This will be
considered an
undeliverable

asset.

No

Yes

End of ACATS
process.

Undeliverable
Asset

End of process.

ACATS will adjust
the settling

location from 60 to
65 with the reason
code of XIPS and

forward to both the
delivering and
receiving firm.

End of ACATS
process.

Can the
receiving firm

hold the asset?

Yes

Receiving firm will
delete the

incoming position
using the receive

delete
functionality.

No

NSCC will forward
the delete record
to the receiving

and delivering firm.

End of process.

Settling locations and reason codes that will be utilized by
the delivering firm are :

Location Reason Description
60 IPS Eligible
30 Undeliverable proprietary annuities

Adjusted Settling locations and reason codes that will be
utilized by NSCC are:

Location Reason Description
65 XIPS CUSIP is not ACATS/IPS eligible
65 RIPS Receiving Firm not ACATS/IPS eligible
65 NIPS Rec Firm and CUSIP are not eligible
65 NOIR IR record was not received

Created by:  Wells Fargo Investments, LLC.

The delivering firm
will load the annuity
asset with ANNU as

asset type and
settling location 30,

undeliverable assets.

Yes
No

Can the
annuity be

transferred to
Receiving

Firm?

N o

Does the
delivering firm
reject the full

account
transfer?

Determine if
the annuity
asset is a

proprietary

ACATS process ends, IPS Broker/Dealer
Change Process Begins (see IPS Broker/

Dealer Change Process Flow)

 


